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How do we meet increasing and ever-changing demands for 
writing support that is thoroughly disciplinary, across the entire 
curriculum, and of very stakes?



The Current State of Play

§ The left hand doesn’t know what the right 
hand is doing.

§ Graduate writing program administration 
is decentralized, fragmented, and hyper-
local.

§ Many current programs adapted through 
trial-and-error.

§ Build Categories of Support
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Sustained Support
tutoring programs, writing groups, writing 

fellows, dedicated writing spaces



Dedicated Writing Spaces

§ Dedicated space and time for writing

§ Little infrastructure or time investment 
needed



Tutoring Programs

§ Most infrastructure is already in place

§ Add additional tutor training

§ Add additional, specialized tutors when 
possible

§ Add new services

§ See Brady & Singh-Corcoran or Gillespie 
for development models



Dedicated Graduate Services

§ De-stigmatizes the service

§ Combats fragmentation

§ Serves as a hub for less-visible services



Tutoring Programs

§ One-on-one tutoring or group tutoring

§ Thesis/dissertation tutoring

§ Online tutoring

§ Workshops

§ Non-print projects like presentations and 
statistics

§ See Snively; Vorhies; Boquet et al.; 
Lawrence & Zawacki; Phillips



Writing Fellows

§ Support peers in their own programs

§ Provide services on-location

§ May be supported through assistantships



[T]utors refine and develop their ability to work 
with others, to listen, to ask helpful, insightful 
questions. They learn to help writers think 
critically about their assigned work. They 
become keen at analyzing texts quickly and in 
many different circumstances.  

~Paula Gillespie, p. 2



Writing Groups

§ Any configuration can work depending on 
the preferences and goals of members.



“[O]pening one’s mouth to speak during the 
doctorate and beyond becomes fraught with danger. 
The writer’s identity, her status in the community, 
her relations with others, her graduation and job 
prospects, her very livelihood are now on the line 
and at risk. Why, then, would we not offer students 
as many opportunities as possible to work socially, 
to test ideas out in safe, collaborative settings, to 
hear others’ comments when the stakes are still low, 
and to (literally) join the disciplinary conversation?”

~Anthony Paré, p. 25



Intensive Support
dissertation boot camps, graduate writing 

courses, workshop series



Writing Courses

§ Many approaches based on institutional 
constraints and student need

§ See syllabi on Consortium website, 
Supporting Graduate Writers, and Across 
the Disciplines, volume 12



Writing Retreats & Boot Camps

§ Provide participants with large chunks of 
writing time

§ Lee & Golde’s distinction between 
“product” or “just write” camps or on 
“process” and instruction.

§ Blake, Bracewell & Stivers’ “Goal-
Oriented” camp with “process as 
procedure”

§ Simpson’s distinction between “inward-
focused vs. outward-focused”

§ Knowles’ and Grant’s retreat model



Supervisor 
Support

institutional & curricular systems, 
workshops, and courses



“[I]n a very real sense, doctoral supervisors are 
writing teachers. Through feedback, questions, 
suggestions, and instruction, they help students 
locate their written contribution within the historical, 
intellectual, and rhetorical trends and traditions of 
their field. In addition, they are the arbiters of 
quality, and must determine if and when the student 
has achieved an acceptable level of specialized 
thought and expression” (59).

~Anthony Paré



“I think we’ve established this relationship where I 
just kind of infer what she means, and, in most 
cases, I’m right. So, she’ll say, ‘You need to do more 
analysis. Go deeper.’ That’s the recommendation, 
and it’s, like, well, I thought I was deep enough. Like, 
what does ‘go deeper’ mean? And she’s just, like, 
‘You know, you need to just go deeper. Dig deeper.’ 
That’s not critique; it’s like a random statement that 
you make to someone who has been working for a 
year on this stuff, and it’s just not helpful.”

~ “Clare” in Rogers, Zawacki & Baker



Supervisor Support

§ Paré: WAC and WID at institutional level

§ Rogers, Zawacki & Baker: curricular 
connections

§ Starfield & Mort: workshop series

§ Gustafsson, Eriksson, & Karlsson: 
supervisors take PhD course

§ Kamler & Thomson: pedagogy
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What’s next?



We make better writers, not better writing.

~ Stephen North



We make better writers, not better writing.

~ Stephen North



We make teams of better 
writers and communities of 
better writers.





“What’s next?”


